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Abstract—2.5D integrated systems exploiting electronic inter-
posers to tightly integrate multiple processor dies into the same
package suffer from significant performance degradation caused
by the large latency overheads of their die-to-die multi-hop
electrical interconnection networks. Silicon-photonic interposers
with wavelength-routed interconnects can overcome this issue by
enabling directly-connected, scalable topologies while exhibiting
low-energy optical communication even at large distances. This
paper studies the use of an Arrayed Waveguide Grating Router
(AWGR) as a scalable, low-latency silicon-photonic interconnec-
tion fabric for computing systems with up to 256 cores. Our
results indicate that AWGRs could be a key enabler for large-
scale interposer systems, offering an average performance speed-
up of at least 1.25× with 1.32× lower power for 256 cores
compared to state-of-the-art electrical networks while offering
a more compact solution compared to alternative photonic
interconnects.

Index Terms—Silicon Photonics, Interconnection Networks,
2.5D Integration

I. INTRODUCTION

Commonly called “2.5D” integration exploits an interposer
to tightly integrate processor and memory dies side-by-side
within the same package, which eliminates the large parasitic
from additional packaging, greatly increases in-package mem-
ory bandwidth while largely avoiding thermal challenges asso-
ciated with 3D stacking [1]. In particular, processor disintegra-
tion [2] represents a promising approach to decrease the overall
cost of 2.5D integrated systems by leveraging the higher
manufacturing yield of small many-core dies compared to
larger ones: for instance, instead of implementing one 64-core
processor die, four 16-core processor dies integrated aside each
other on an interposer can provide similar processing power
at relatively higher manufacturing yield of the smaller dies
and, in turn, lower overall system cost. Several commercially-
available products already benefit from 2.5D integration [3][4]
and future systems can be expected to further exploit the
memory bandwidth and cost benefits of 2.5D integration with
disintegrated processors by integrating increasing numbers of
dies into the same package.

Recent studies have shown that 2.5D integrated systems put
significant strain on the network-on-chip (NoC) by exhibiting
high communication traffic [5]. In addition, shrinking power
budgets, large physical distances, and poor technology scaling
of electrical interconnects make the design of energy-efficient
high-bandwidth NoCs extremely challenging. Moreover, cur-
rent commercially-available systems were shown to suffer

from high communication latency overheads between pro-
cessors on the interposer which significantly degrade system
performance [6][7]. Low-diameter topologies can potentially
reduce the latency but are prohibitively expensive due to
the energy consumption of electrical interconnects for inter-
connecting chips over large distances. This limitation could
prevent 2.5D integrated systems to scale to larger number of
processing dies in the future.

Silicon photonics (SiPh)–enabling optical communication
on chip–features ideal physical properties to overcome these
challenges, i.e., almost distance-independent energy consump-
tion and high bandwidth density through dense wavelength-
division multiplexing (DWDM)[8]. These advantages over
electrical interconnects allow designers to exploit SiPh to
design NoCs with ‘flatter’ low-diameter topologies and capi-
talize on their performance metrics. Moreover, their distance-
independent energy consumption allows adjusting the spac-
ing between dies on interposers to larger/varying physical
distances, which was recently found to provide significant
performance improvements by overcoming the ‘Dark Silicon’
problem caused by thermal challenges [9].

Unfortunately, enabling global all-to-all connectivity with
SiPh comes with its own challenges. State-of-the-art SiPh all-
to-all fabrics proposed to date are either based on optical buses
[10] or wavelength-routed photonic NoCs (WRPNoCs)[11].
While bus-based designs quickly become impractical and cost-
inefficient due to either large numbers of waveguides or wave-
lengths, WRPNoCs are based on microring resonators (MRRs)
to perform wavelength-selective routing, causing power over-
heads for thermo-optical control and a challenging physical
layout. The ideal wavelength routing fabric would provide
all-to-all connectivity without excessive need for waveguides,
wavelengths, and MRR heating, while enabling a compact
physical implementation.

The Arrayed Waveguide Grating Router (AWGR) enable
scalable, low-loss wavelength routing between all input and
output ports by utilizing N wavelengths and N input and
output waveguides in support of an all-to-all N ×N intercon-
nection. Recent fabrication advances in CMOS-compatible Sil-
icon Nitride (SiN) AWGRs enable footprints of ∼1mm2 [12],
which is very compact as the only fabric needed for routing (as
opposed to 100s of MRRs in WRPNoCs [13]). Moreover, four
recent key demonstrations make AWGRs a viable candidate as
a high-bandwidth interconnect. First, recently demonstrated
sub-pJ Pulse-Amplitude Modulation (PAM4) transceivers at
40Gbps data rate offer high-data-rate low-energy commu-
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nication on a single wavelength [14]. Second, bit-parallel
AWGRs capable of routing multiple wavelengths to the same
output port by exploiting the AWGR’s cyclic routing properties
now enable low levels of DWDM inside AWGRs, too [15].
Third, recent demonstrations of AWGR fabricated on an SiPh
interposer show low crosstalk at scale [16]. Fourth, multiple
AWGRs can now be fabricated atop each other with negligible
inter-layer crosstalk, thereby eliminating any layout and area
concerns of multiple AWGRs inside a NoC [17]. Based
on these advancements, AWGRs could be a major enabler
for energy-efficient, high-bandwidth, and scalable all-to-all
connectivity in 2.5D integrated system and therefore deserve
a detailed analysis of their potentials and shortcomings.

This article is a significantly extended version of our pre-
viously published paper from IEEE/ACM NOCS 2018 [18],
which was the first to analyze the suitability of AWGRs as
the interconnection fabric in 2.5D integrated systems, and
contributes the following major additions: (i) a more com-
prehensive discussion on designing networks with AWGRs;
(ii) a detailed analysis of AWGR’s ability to scale to larger
number of nodes; (iii) a performance and evaluation study of
AWGR-based interconnects for systems of larger scale (up to
256 cores); (iv) a discussion of new insights on the impact
and opportunities of SiPh and AWGRs on future systems.
Specifically, we make the following contributions:

• A scalability study of large-scale 2.5D integrated comput-
ing systems showing that AWGR-based interconnection
networks are a promising and suitable solution in terms
of latency, bandwidth, and energy per bit.

• An exploration of different AWGR-enabled topologies,
as well as their use cases and suitability to solve the
challenges of interposer-based large-scale systems with
up to 256 cores.

• An extensive power and performance evaluation of
AWGR-based networks and a comparison to state-of-the-
art interconnects with up to 256 cores (16 processor dies).

Our results show that AWGR-based topologies can offer an
average speed-up of at least 1.2× (64 cores) and 1.25× (256
cores) compared to the closest electrical competitor for a range
of PARSEC3.0/SPLASH-2x workloads with at least 1.32×
lower power, and more than 2× reductions in average packet
latency across different synthetic workloads with up to 3×
sustained bandwidth at 256 nodes. These results suggest that
AWGRs could be a key enabler for scaling 2.5D integrated
systems both in terms of performance and power by providing
a low-latency, scalable, and lower-power interconnect, and
could therefore be of high impact for future 2.5D integrated
computing systems.

II. 2.5D INTEGRATED SYSTEMS

A. 2.5D Integration: Opportunities and Challenges

Increasing interposer sizes offer many opportunities for
future large-scale systems inside a single package and enable
higher numbers of processor and memory dies to be tightly
integrated side-by-side on an interposer. Figure 1 depicts
example floorplans of 2.5D integrated systems with a large
many-core processor (64 and 256 cores) disintegrated into

Fig. 1: Example interposer-based systems integrating 64-
and 256-core processors composed of 16-core processor
dies alongside 3D-stacked DRAMs (in this example, high-
bandwidth memories (HBMs) [20]).

smaller 16-core dies and 3D-stacked DRAMs distributed along
the two opposite edges of the chip (as commonly found
in literature and commercial designs [3], [4], [2]). 1. Such
systems could enable over 1000 processor cores with hundreds
of GB memory capacity tightly integrated in the same package
and thereby be a key enabler for future high-performance chips
operating at high energy efficiency.

Several studies have explored the design space of 2.5D in-
tegrated systems [5], interconnection networks extended to the
interposer to increase bandwidth [1], processor disintegration
to lower cost through improved overall manufacturing yield
[2], and have made compelling cases for enabling exascale
systems [19]. Nevertheless, Loh et al. [5] identified numerous
design challenges, many of which are yet to be solved.

First, the trend towards growing numbers of high-bandwidth
memory (HBM) stacks inside the same package, more chan-
nels per HBM, and wider DRAM buses to increase memory
bandwidth leads to higher bandwidth demands on the NoC
which will make the implementation of electrical NoCs within
acceptable power envelopes extremely challenging–especially
in combination with the large distances imposed by intercon-
necting several dies on an interposer.

Second, the NoC’s clock network must deal with die-to-die-
to-interposer process variations, possibly even with different
technology generations of different dies or heterogeneous
integration of multiple different dies. Loh et al. [5] propose to
decompose the NoC into smaller, independent clock domains
to have easier timing and to support dynamic voltage and
frequency scaling (DVFS), indicating that topologies should
ideally support clustering or be hierarchical.

Thirdly, large distances (e.g., AMD’s FURY is
1011mm2 [4]) and routing between dies increases link latency,
suggesting that disintegration comes with a performance-cost
trade-off. Routing electrical signals over such distances at
satisfactory speed can only be attained with power-consuming
repeater circuitry, resulting in more of the power budget being
dedicated to the NoC and less to the compute (assuming a
system operating under a power cap) [5]. Electrical NoCs
tailored to interposer-based systems were shown to be more
efficient than conventional NoCs for monolithic chips [1],

1Although the processor dies in this example are many-core processors,
heterogeneous integration of various different computing and memory chips
(such as GPUs, FPGAs, non-volatile memories, etc.) have also been consid-
ered an attractive solution for future systems (and would equally benefit from
the contributions of this paper) [19]
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but cannot fully overcome these limitations. Especially for
larger-scale systems with hundreds of cores implemented with
tens of processor dies, the interconnection network represents
a major obstacle to power efficiency.

B. Using Silicon Photonics To Overcome Design Challenges

Recent studies have shown the performance, power,
and scalability benefits of integrated SiPh interconnects in
interposer-based systems compared to their electrical coun-
terparts, which become increasingly evident with growing
number of dies and physical distances [21]. These benefits
are mainly enabled by the physical properties of optical
communication, which offer distance-independence in terms
of energy and latency and provide high bandwidth links with
supreme scalability.

The energy-efficient high-bandwidth interconnects offered
by SiPh provide sufficient bisection bandwidth in the NoC to
support core clustering, which, in turn, allows practical and
efficient DVFS control by grouping clustered cores into sepa-
rate clock domains. Besides, the discussed physical properties
of SiPh allow to implement flatter topologies (and even all-
to-all connectivity) in NoCs with much higher scalability than
electrical interconnects. This can be leveraged to offer very
low latencies even for large physical distances (like in the
256-core example in Figure 1), effectively giving the illusion
of moving cores ‘closer together’.

While the scientific literature is replete with proposals
utilizing SiPh fabrics to construct NoCs [13][22][23], they
do not study the utilization of AWGRs in interposer-based
systems which provide highly scalable and energy-efficient
all-to-all connectivity with just a single passive device. More
importantly, we believe that the significant technological im-
provements of AWGRs in the last years (in terms of footprint,
loss, and crosstalk) make them superior to state-of-the-art
SiPh fabrics. AWGR-based NoCs eliminate the need for on-
chip heating power for thermo-optical control in the switching
fabric, thereby largely overcoming one of the most important
concerns of optical interconnects at the chip level. In addition,
in combination with an off-chip laser, we believe AWGR-
based NoCs significantly reduce on-chip power consumption
without performance degradation, leaving more of the power
budget (constrained by thermal design point in HPC systems)
to the compute and memories. The following section discusses
the benefits of SiPh, AWGRs, and the topologies they enable
in more detail.

III. ENABLING SILICON-PHOTONIC TECHNOLOGIES

A. Photonic Networks-on-chip

Figure 2 depicts a reference SiPh link with one sender
and one receiver–referred to as Single-Writer-Single-Reader
(SWSR) bus. An off-chip laser generates light at multiple
wavelengths which is coupled into the chip and waveguide.
Multiple wavelengths can either be generated by a single
multi-wavelength comb laser or several single-wavelength
lasers whose signals are combined into a single fiber–each with

Fig. 2: An example SiPh Link [18]

different design trade-offs 2. Modulators perform electrical-to-
optical (EO) signal conversion by encoding bits onto wave-
lengths, which are filtered out by the receiver prior to being
converted back into the electrical domain (OE) by a photode-
tector. Data can be transmitted on multiple wavelengths in
parallel using DWDM with separate modulators and filters
each tuned to one distinct wavelength. MRR heating and laser
power are significant contributors to power consumption in
SiPh. MRRs are used to build modulators and filters and
are susceptible to temperature and process variations, thus
requiring integrated/co-located heaters and control circuitry
to ensure correct operation. Laser operating power depends
on the number of wavelengths, optical path losses, receiver
sensitivity, and laser efficiency.

There have been significant research efforts to enable on-
chip lasers [24][25][26] which would reduce coupling losses.
However, off-chip lasers offer higher power efficiency, easier
thermal control, higher yield, and simpler heat dissipation.
Also, off-chip lasers offer more practical maintenance and
serviceability (e.g. testing, replacing, etc.). Therefore, our
proposed architecture relies on an off-chip laser as a realistic
option in the near future.

Constructing a NoC with point-to-point SWSR buses is pos-
sible but area- and layout-inefficient. Alternative approaches
exploit DWDM to assign subsets of wavelengths on a single
waveguide to different sources with one destination connected
to the waveguide, referred to as Multiple-Writer-Single-Reader
(MWSR) buses [10]. The dual to this approach is the Single-
Writer-Multiple-Reader (SWMR) bus where one source can
send to multiple destinations simultaneously on different
wavelengths [10]. WRPNoCs reduces the number of waveg-
uides by utilizing MRR filters to perform wavelength-selective
routing [11]. These state-of-the-art approaches successfully
connect all nodes in a NoC, but, as we will show in the
following, do so less efficiently than AWGRs.

B. The State-Of-The-Art

Since the emergence of CMOS-compatible SiPh devices,
a large number of photonic NoC architectures have been
proposed (some even demonstrated [27]), typically aiming to
find the most efficient way of integrating SiPh into NoCs, be it
through a combination of electrical and optical interconnects
in a NoC topology [28], [29], [22], WRPNoCs [11], [13],
[30], [31], [32], circuit switching [33], or wavelength sharing
mechanisms [34], [35], [36], [37].

SiPh have also been investigated for solving the memory
wall problem by using optical processor-to-DRAM links,

2Note that a detailed description of the trade-offs of each approach is outside
the scope of this paper, and we refer the interested reader to [24]
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Fig. 3: Switching Functionality (a), Structure (b), and Optical microscope image (c) of an 8×8 AWGR [18]

which offer orders of magnitude higher bandwidth per pin
than electrical interconnects [38], [39], [40], Other studies use
SiPh to connect several chips on a PCB board to form a virtual
chip, like Oracle’s Macrochip [41] or Galaxy [23].

The physical SiPh interconnects studied in this paper form
the basis of all of these proposals, most of which implementing
a global crossbar, which we showed is more efficient with
AWGRs. The paper is the first to evaluate AWGRs for on-chip
communication in large-scale interposer-based systems and to
explore AWGR-based topologies most suitable to NoCs.

C. Arrayed Waveguide Grating Router

As shown in Figure 3a, all wavelengths (λ0..λ7) entering a
given input port are evenly distributed across all output ports
of the AWGR–one wavelength to one unique output port.
One intriguing property of AWGRs is that multiple signals
on the same wavelengths entering from different input ports
can traverse the AWGR without interfering with each other.
Therefore, multiple input waveguides can be connected to an
AWGR whose wavelengths are evenly distributed to the output
ports. As a result, an AWGR provides all-to-all connectivity
between all input and output ports.

Figure 3b shows the schematic of an AWGR device.
Wavelengths entering from the input waveguides traverse the
free-space propagation region and subsequently the grating
waveguides, which have a constant length increment (∆L).
Each wavelength undergoes a constant change of phase
attributed to the constant length increment in the grating
waveguides. Wavelengths diffracted from each waveguide of
the grating interfere constructively and get refocused at the
output waveguides/ports depending on the experienced array
phase shift. Figure 3c illustrates a picture of a fabricated
SiN 8 × 8 AWGR on a SiPh interposer [16]. AWGRs are a
mature technology and have already been used in the telecom
industry [42], allowing for years of fabrication know-how with
high-yield manufacturing. The novelties that make AWGRs
suitable for on-chip communication are the advancements
in CMOS-compatible SiN-based AWGRs, which not only
exhibit very low loss and crosstalk, but also extremely reduced
footprint [12][16]. For instance, AWGR in Figure 3c) has a
footprint of < 1mm2.

IV. AWGR-ENABLED NETWORKS

The unique wavelength routing of AWGRs opens up many
opportunities and a new design space to be explored. As
we will see in this section, the structure of the AWGR, its
placement of input and output ports, and all-to-all connectivity
pattern are ideal for global all-to-all implementations in NoCs.
In particular, bipartite graphs and all-to-all networks can be
efficiently implemented with AWGRs–both of which providing
flat, low-diameter topologies capable of enabling low-latency
communication not attainable with electrical interconnects at
high energy efficiency and compact physical implementation.
This section first discusses how AWGRs can enable bipartite
graphs and all-to-all topologies, followed by a discussion
on enabling multi-wavelength high-bandwidth communication
with AWGRs as the switching fabric and a comparison of
AWGR to alternative SiPh interconnection fabrics.

A. Bipartite Graphs with AWGRs

In principle, AWGRs are bidirectional, i.e., light can tra-
verse an AWGR in both directions without interference (and
with the same wavelength routing pattern), effectively forming
a bidirectional all-to-all switching fabric with just a single
device (this logical topology is shown in Figure 4 on the left).

Two design options to implement bipartite graphs exist: 1)
utilizing two AWGRs unidirectionally or 2) utilizing a single
AWGR with bidirectional operation. Both enable a compact,
low-loss all-to-all fabric with short and direct links between
each source-destination pair and without any waveguide cross-
ings, but have their own set of benefits and trade-offs, which
will be discussed in the following for the example 4 × 4
bipartite graphs in Figure 4.

Constructing a bipartite graph with two separate 4 × 4
AWGRs–one for each direction–is easily feasible in interposer-
based systems, whose size (>1000mm2 is a well-established
size [2]) can conveniently accommodate several AWGRs (few
mm2); however, recent demonstrations of 3D-stacked AWGRs
on separate SiPh layers show that AWGRs can be integrated
vertically with negligible inter-layer crosstalk and loss [17]
(more details in Section IV-C2), thereby taking up the horizon-
tal real estate of just a single AWGR. Figure 4 illustrates how
two AWGRs in opposite directions stacked atop each other
provide a compact implementation of a bipartite graph.
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Fig. 4: Bipartite graph constructed out of two unidirectional AWGRs fabricated atop each other on separate SiPh layers. AWGR
stacking enables a bipartite graph with short point-to-point links and without waveguide crossings. Note that the same can be
obtained using a single 2N × 2N AWGR used bidirectionally, though leading to higher crosstalk.

Utilizing a single AWGR and exploiting its symmetric,
bidirectional wavelength routing operation requires an 8×8
AWGR to provide 4×4 bidirectional all-to-all connectivity
(each node needs a separate input and output port to avoid
filtering out its own signals). Therefore, the final layout would
look exactly like the stacked AWGRs shown on the right in
Figure 4, just that instead of two SiPh layers and 4×4 AWGRs,
only one 8×8 AWGR on a single layer is used (in general,
with such an implementation, an N×N bipartite graph needs
a 2N×2N AWGR).

While both approaches enable a compact all-to-all switching
fabric, each entails its own set of benefits and trade-offs,
and several aspects of AWGRs should be considered when
constructing all-to-all connectivty between the input/output
ports. The loss inside AWGRs is mainly caused by the free-
space propagation region and is relatively independent of the
port count (e.g. the loss inside an 8×8 and an 16×16 AWGR
is very similar [12]), meaning that a doubling of the port count
to construct a bipartite graph using a single AWGR does not
increase the loss inside an AWGR noticeably.

However, the footprint of an AWGR increases with the
port count and utilizing two AWGRs with half the port count
will result in a more compact implementation by adding
an extra layer during the fabrication. In addition, a design
with two separate AWGRs versus one AWGR will require
smaller wavelength range (N×channel spacing of the AWGR
compared to 2N×channel spacing of the AWGR).

In the following, we will stick to the 2-AWGRs case for
implementing a bidirectional all-to-all fabric, as it results
in reduced footprint and requires smaller wavelength range,
thereby providing a more scalable fabric.

B. All-to-all Connectivity with AWGR

Although the bidirectional all-to-all fabric discussed in the
previous section utilizes the AWGR in the most efficient
manner in terms of footprint, layout, and loss, a true all-to-all
fabric connecting all nodes directly with each other offers the
ideal from a performance point-of-view (offers 1) a diameter
of one which minimizes zero load latency and 2) maximum
path diversity for load balancing) and could simplify the
programming of many-core processors by enabling uniform

memory/cache access. AWGRs provide an efficient implemen-
tation of such a fabric when connecting each input/output port
to each sender/receiver, respectively.

The all-to-all utilization scenario of AWGRs, however,
causes significantly higher crosstalk compared to the bidi-
rectional use as more signals on the same wavelength are
traversing the AWGR (for supporting the same number of
nodes in the NoC as the bipartite graph). Moreover, as shown
in Figure 3a depicting the wavelength distribution inside
AWGRs, the number of wavelengths required to provide all-to-
all connectivity inside the AWGR equals the number of ports
(and, in turn, nodes in the NoC). A 64×64 AWGR would thus
require 64 wavelengths for routing which enter the AWGR in
each input port and impose crosstalk upon each other inside the
AWGR. In fact, all-to-all connectivity with a single AWGR for
port counts higher than 32 was shown to be challenging with
SiN AWGRs (the material providing the lowest footprint and
loss) due to excess crosstalk and require multiple AWGRs [43]
to keep both crosstalk and laser power at feasible and practical
levels. We, therefore, focus on the bipartite topology enabled
by AWGRs in the remainder of this paper.

C. Achieving High Node-to-Node Bandwidth in AWGRs

The efficient wavelength-distribution mechanism of AW-
GRs coupled with its small area footprint and low losses
make it an ideal candidate for global all-to-all connectivity,
especially as input/output waveguides can be directly routed
to the senders/receivers, thereby minimizing path lengths
and laser power. SiPh typically leverages multi-wavelength
DWDM signals to increase bit-parallelism and, in turn, link
bandwidth, within a single waveguide [38]. The wavelength
routing attributes of AWGRs introduced in the previous sec-
tion shows that AWGRs can only distribute a single wave-
length between each input-/output-port pair, preventing multi-
wavelength communication between nodes, and thereby lim-
iting total port-to-port bandwidth inside an AWGR to the
modulation rate (i.e., data rate per wavelength). While this
would have been a serious drawback of AWGRs for the
state of SiPh a few years ago, three recent technological key
advances now enable high port-to-port bandwidth inside a
single AWGR:
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1) PAM4 Modulation: The limitation of single-wavelength
communication between nodes would have been a serious
concern in previous NoC studies which mostly assume On/Off
keying (OOK) modulation (1 bit per symbol), a modulation
rate of 10Gb/s, and DWDM levels between 16-64 (this design
point was shown to provide the highest energy efficiency
[44]). To satisfy bandwidth demands in NoCs without DWDM,
significantly higher modulation rates than 10Gb/s would be
necessary. While higher modulation rates are not significantly
detrimental to the energy efficiency of the photonic compo-
nents [8], clock generation/recovery and driver and SERDES
circuitry consume more energy at higher data rates.

One way of increasing the data rate is using advanced
modulation techniques that increase the data rate by encod-
ing multiple bits into one symbol. Although technologically
feasible, the required transceiver circuitry for such modulation
techniques was shown to consume too much energy (∼3pJ/bit
[45]). Fortunately, Moazeni et al. [14] recently demonstrated a
new PAM4 transceiver (2 bits per symbol) on a 45nm platform
which only requires a ‘spoked’ MRR (and driver circuitry)
with just 5µm in radius and 0.197pJ/bit to convert two
electrical input bits into a PAM4 signal at 20Gb/s modulation
rate–effectively enabling a data rate of 40Gb/s per wavelength
(four times higher than 10Gb/s OOK) at extremely high energy
efficiency and compact layout.

Although this PAM4 transceiver is a big step towards effi-
cient AWGR-based NoCs, single-wavelength communication
at 40Gb/s bandwidth between source-destination pairs is still
significantly lower than in current electrical NoCs (e.g., the
typical assumption of 128-bit wide links at 2GHz provides
256Gb/s bandwidth). Luckily, the following advances boost
the AWGR bandwidth even further.

2) Spatial-division Multiplexing with AWGRs: Spatial-
division multiplexing (SDM) can be used to increase band-
width by adding links (or in our case, AWGRs) to the NoC.
Although the AWGR is the only device necessary to provide
all-to-all connectivity, implementing multiple AWGRs aside
each other is ultimately limited by the footprint of AWGRs
(1mm2) and losses incurred by more complex wiring and
waveguide crossings (leading to higher laser power). Although
the footprint concerns are less stringent in 2.5D integrated
systems where the interposer can be used for interconnection
only, the more complex physical layout can be detrimental
to the overall power efficiency and would require additional
fabrication efforts (e.g., for tapering waveguide crossings to
reduce loss [46]).

Fortunately, both the footprint and the layout concerns are
overcome by recent demonstrations of AWGRs implemented
on separate SiPh layers [17]. This stacked AWGR approach
not only removes any area/footprint concerns, but also elimi-
nates waveguide crossings altogether and allows to physically
place the AWGR between the nodes such that path lengths,
and in turn losses, are minimized, leading to reduced output
power requirements at the laser source. This enables the use
of SDM of AWGRs to increase bandwidth without negative
impacts on laser power or area.

3) Bit-parallelism in AWGRs: One interesting feature of
AWGRs is that the wavelength routing is cyclic with the

period, called the Free Spectral Range (FSR), which means
that an output port j can be reached by an input port i using
wavelength λij+kδ , with δ denoting the FSR, and k an integer.
This cycling behavior enables each input port to communicate
with each output port using multiple wavelengths (DWDM),
referred to as bit-parallel AWGRs. Although limited by the
crosstalk inside the AWGR and the wavelength range of the
laser, this bit parallelism does not need to be very high to
provide sufficient bandwidth when combined with modulation
rates of up to 40Gb/s (and possibly SDM). Although it has
been known to be theoretically possible, only until recently,
Grani et al. actually successfully demonstrated the feasibility
of AWGRs with bit-parallelism by leveraging the FSR [15].

With all these recent advancements, a high-bandwidth all-to-
all network can be constructed using AWGR(s). For instance,
the bisection bandwidth of an 8 × 8 AWGR with 32Gb/s
modulation rate and a bit-parallelism of 2 is 8× 8× 32× 2 =
4096Gb/s(4Tb/s), which equals the bisection bandwidth of
an 8×8 2D Mesh with 128-bit wide links at 2GHz, and could
even be improved further by implementing two AWGR atop
each other without any impact on area footprint or layout.

D. AWGRs vs. State-of-the-art SiPh Fabrics

Figure 5 compares the physical implementation of a global
all-to-all interconnect constructed with AWGRs to bus-based
designs (could be either SWSR, MWSR, or SWMR, the layout
of each would be the same) for 64 (a), b)) and 256 (c),
d)) cores in a realistic example target system which is like
the disintegrated processor design placed on an interposer
discussed in Section II. We assume 16 cores per die, 8 of which
are clustered at one router. The red and green lines indicate
that nodes need to place MRRs to modulate and filter signals
adjacent to these waveguides to enable optical communication
(as introduced in Figure 2).

1) AWGRs vs. SiPh Buses: The bus-based crossbars have
a U-shaped layout, which has widely been used in recent
literature [22][47][34] as it allows for a crossbar implemen-
tation with a straight-forward layout and without waveguide
crossings. The U-shape of the waveguides leads to longer
waveguides and, in turn, path losses; however, direct links
between all sender-receiver pairs would lead to a very chal-
lenging layout and introduce a large number of waveguide
crossings, making the U-shaped layout the most efficient.
The AWGR-based crossbar allows for direct links without
imposing waveguide crossings. These benefits become more
important as the system scales to a larger number of nodes
(Figure 5c) and d)): while the AWGR still provides short links
and a compact layout, in bus-based designs waveguides must
be routed in an S-shaped fashion to be in close proximity to
the nodes (otherwise, modulators and receivers would have
to be driven over mm distances), not only causing a more
complicated layout, but also higher waveguide losses.

Aside from these benefits of AWGRs, there are a number of
additional challenges of contemporary SiPh switching fabrics
that can be overcome by AWGRs. The number of waveguides
in crossbars consisting of SWSRs grows quadratically with
the number of nodes, which is area-inefficient and complicates
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Fig. 5: Bidirectional all-to-all NoC layout with optical buses and AWGRs for 64 (a) and b)) and 256 (c) and d)) cores with
a clustering of 8 cores at each router (note that, for illustration purposes, d) only shows one side (left) of the bipartite graph.
The same waveguides are needed to connect the nodes on the right to those on the left).

layout. SWMRs or MWSRs overcome these issues by requir-
ing only one waveguide per sender or receiver, respectively;
however, assigning waveguides to senders/receivers compli-
cates the physical implementation as more nodes are added
to the NoC (e.g., in the SWMR case, each receiver must
place MRRs at each of the senders waveguides to filter out
signals). Waveguide pitches, MRR radii, and spacing between
components are in the range of ∼5µm [34]. This results in
designs in which MRRs are placed fairly far away (could
be > 100µm) from the actual nodes, complicating placement
of driver and heating circuitry, causing non-negligible energy
consumption on the interconnect, and limiting scalability.

2) AWGRs vs. WRPNoCs: WRPNoCs (not shown in Figure
5) overcome the layout issue as each node only needs one
waveguide for sending and receiving, respectively. MRR filters
are strategically placed between waveguides to route wave-
lengths through the network to the correct destinations [11],
[13], [48]. A sender merely has to modulate its data on
the correct wavelengths to ensure that its data packet will
arrive at the destination. WRPNoCs require fewer and shorter
waveguides to create a crossbar than buses but rely on MRRs
for routing which consumes heating power. Moreover, MRRs
are typically distributed across the chip (depending on which
layout provides the lowest losses), which complicates layout
as heating circuitry must be co-located. Numerous studies
dedicated just for investigating efficient WRPNoC layouts
underline this issue (i.a. [11], [49]).

Besides, the number of MRRs in WRPNoCs has poor
scalability as the number of nodes in a NoC increases although
numerous studies with advanced topologies aimed to decrease
the number of MRRs for switching (thousands of MRRs are
needed for switching for NoC sizes > 32 nodes) [11], [13],
[30]. This leads to significant on-chip power for thermo-optical
control of MRRs, which makes them less practical than bus-
based designs.

Using an AWGR alleviates all of the aforementioned issues.
First, one input and output waveguide per node is required
which allows placing all of the transceiver circuitry close
to the nodes, thus simplifying layout. Second, wavelength
routing does not rely on MRRs and AWGRs do not require
on-chip heating (refractive index changes caused by temper-
ature variations can either be controlled by off-chip TECs or
can be avoided altogether with athermal AWGRs [50]), thus

completely eliminating heating circuitry and power for routing.
Also, as mentioned above, an AWGR-based crossbar does not
exhibit any waveguide crossings, which lead to higher losses
in WRPNoCs [11] and can only be avoided by U-shaped
layouts in bus-based designs. Finally, AWGRs can be used
bidirectionally or used unidirectionally stacked atop each other
which allows constructing a bidirectional all-to-all fabric using
just one/two passive component(s) consuming no power.

Given these benefits over state-of-the-art SiPh fabrics, AW-
GRs represent a promising candidate to enable low-power,
low-latency, high-bandwidth, and scalable interconnection be-
tween processor dies in large-scale 2.5D integrated systems.

V. METHODOLOGY

The goal of our study is to investigate the benefits and
drawbacks of AWGR-based NoC architectures and to reveal
which interconnection fabric–both electrical and photonic–
provides the best scalability for large-scale 2.5D integrated
systems. We simulated a system based on the configuration
listed in Table I, and assume a target architecture like the
disintegrated processor in Figure 1 interconnected as shown
in Figure 5. Each die has 16-cores, i.e., the 64- and 256-core
configurations have 4 and 16 dies placed on the interposer. We
assume that all interconnection fabrics are exclusively routed
on the interposer. With processor dies of ∼ 74mm2 [2] and
HBM dies of ∼ 42mm2 [51], with a 200µm spacing for die
placement [5], the total interposer areas for 64- and 256-core
configurations are ∼ 360mm2 and ∼ 1500mm2 respectively.

A. Experimental Setup

For our simulation study, we used Sniper [52] with high-
performance applications from the SPLASH-2x and PAR-

TABLE I: Target System Configuration (layout as in Fig. 1)

Parameter Description

Cores 64 and 256 cores, 16-core dies; x86 out-of-order; 2GHz
Caches Private 32kB L1I/D and 256kB L2 per core; MSI coherence
Memory 8GB HBM2.0 per die; 1024-bit 1GHz interface
Dimensions 2mm tile width/length; 2mm spacing between dies
NoC Routers : 128-bit at 2GHz; 5 flit deep buffers; 2 cycle traversal

Electrical links: 128-bit at 2GHz; 1 cycle traversal
Optical links: 64-bit at 2GHz; 1 cycle traversal
6 virtual channels per port with virtual cut-through switching
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SEC3.0 [53] benchmark suites, covering workloads of various
different communication profiles. In addition, we used Gar-
net2.0 [54] inside gem5 [55] for performance simulation with
synthetic traffic. Power and latency of the CMOS circuitry
(i.e., electrical links, routers, and EO/OE backends) were mod-
eled with DSENT [44] and a 22nm technology node. Laser
power was modelled based on the formula by Li et al. [34] with
20% laser efficiency [56], -18dBm receiver sensitivity [57],
1dB coupler loss [58], 0.2dB splitter loss, 0.027dB/mm waveg-
uide propagation loss, 0.01dB MRR through loss, 0.5dB MRR
drop loss, and 0.12dB waveguide crossing loss [13][56]. We
assume 1.4dB, 1.5dB, and 1.8dB loss for a 4 × 4, 8 × 8
and 16 × 16 SiN AWGR with -27dB, -24dB, and -20dB
crosstalk, respectively [12]. Further, we assume 20µW/MRR
for thermo-optical control of MRRs, and 11ps/mm signal
propagation of light in silicon. Our proposal relies on off-chip
static WDM lasers with 8 and 32 unique wavelengths in the
64- and 256-core cases, respectively.

B. NoCs Under Investigation

The vast majority of previously proposed NoCs make use
of SiPh interconnects with optical buses, i.e., SWSR, SWMR,
or MWSR (some prominent examples ATAC [28], Firefly
[59], Meteor [29], Corona [37]. Therefore, we compare the
bipartite graph use case (‘AWGR’) of AWGRs to implemen-
tations with SWSR buses. MWSR and SWMR buses assign
subsets of wavelengths to each destination on one waveguide,
which would require hundreds of different wavelengths for a
bipartite graph supporting more than 64 cores, which would
be an unrealistic design consideration. Therefore, some sort
of SDM is necessary to obtain a feasible design, and since
area constraints are not critical on the interposer, we opted
for comparing AWGRs to SWSR buses3. We also added
the aggressive electrical baselines 2D Mesh (‘Mesh’), 2D
Mesh with a clustering of 4 (‘Mesh4C’), 2D Folded Torus
(‘FoldedTorus’), and 2D Folded Torus with a clustering of 4
(‘FoldedTorus4C’)–all of which utilizing XY routing–to our
study to identify the benefits of SiPh in large-scale systems.

We omitted the all-to-all use case of AWGRs in our study as
our analysis has shown that an optical all-to-all NoC imposes
impractical laser power overheads for core counts larger than
64 and crosstalk that might render their implementation infea-
sible for the current state of SiPh technology. Our bidirectional
AWGR NoC connects the cores of the target system as shown
in Figure 5: 8 cores are clustered at each router, resulting
in a 4 × 4 and 16 × 16 bipartite graph for 64 and 256
cores, respectively. The AWGRs implementing these graphs
are assumed to be stacked atop each other, with one AWGR
for each direction. To support a 64-bit wide link (at 2GHz),
we utilize 32Gbps PAM4 signals, a bit-parallelism inside the
AWGR of 2, and a SDM level of two AWGRs stacked on top
each other (leading to a stacking of four AWGR in total for
the entire NoC). For the SWSR implementation, we assumed
four wavelengths at 32Gbps PAM4 on each waveguide.

3Note that a more extensive comparison between the different SiPh inter-
connection fabrics in terms of loss, power consumption, etc. is provided in
our previous publication on this topic [18].

VI. EVALUATION RESULTS

A. Synthetic Traffic

1) Performance Results: Figure 6 shows the latency results
of the NoCs under investigation for varying injection rates
with uniform random, transpose, and tornado traffic to stress
different corner cases of the topologies (sources compute
destination nodes based on the synthetic traffic model by
Dally et al. [60]). Each core in the system injects packets into
the system with an increasing injection rate and packet sizes
varying from 8 bytes to 72 bytes based on Garnet’s pseudo
cache coherence model [54]. The figures reporting latency do
not show the bipartite graph implementation with SWSR as it
has the same performance results as the AWGR.

Our AWGR-based topology reduces packet latency by more
than 2× prior to reaching network saturation compared to
all alternative NoCs for both network sizes and all work-
loads. From a throughput point-of-view, only the folded torus
topology can sustain noticeably higher throughput than the
AWGR for 64 cores. For 256 cores, the AWGR-based topology
dominates all other NoCs in terms of throughput, attributed
to the high bisection bandwidth of the global crossbar and
fewer number of hops which combined lead to less network
congestion.

2) Power Results: Figure 7 plots the power consumption
vs. injection rate, which allows to identify whether the high
network loads can be sustained with satisfactory power con-
sumption. The power results include the entire network power,
i.e., leakage, dynamic, MRR heating, and off-chip laser power.

Not only does the AWGR-based topology offer much lower
latency and sustains higher network loads, but also does so
with less power consumption. Only the clustered versions of
the electrical NoCs can compete with the AWGR, mainly
due to the high leakage power overheads and high dynamic
power imposed by larger number of hops in the non-clustered
NoCs. Compared to the crossbar implementation with SWSR,
AWGR-based topologies offer sightly less power consumption,
which comes from the lower losses (and, in turn, lower laser
power) in the AWGR fabric provided by shorter waveguides.

B. Application Traffic

1) Performance Results: Figure 9 shows the application
execution time normalized to our AWGR topology for 64 and
256 cores. For both cases, our AWGR-based topology reduces
execution time of each of the simulated applications. The flat
topology enabled by SiPh and the AWGR fabric offers a sig-
nificantly reduced application execution time for both 64 and
256 cores. Generally, we observed that the higher the degree of
data sharing in the application (and, in turn, on-chip traffic),
the bigger the performance gains of the AWGR topologies,
implying that applications exhibiting higher on-chip traffic
profiles than those from the SPLASH2.x/PARSEC3.0 bench-
mark suites might benefit from AWGR-based interconnects
even more.

2) Power Results: Figure 8 shows the power breakdown of
all topologies for 64 and 256 cores, respectively. Breakdowns
for each application are omitted for brevity, considering that
we have not observed significant variations across different
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Fig. 7: Power consumption (W) vs. injection rate (packets/cycle/node) for synthetic workloads

workloads. The AWGR based topologies require the lowest
power consumption out of all topologies for both cases,
confirming the supreme scalability and energy efficiency of
AWGR-based interconnects.

Leakage power is known to dominate the power budget
for NoCs with buffers and virtual channels for technology
nodes of 22nm and lower [61] (power gating techniques can
almost halve leakage power [62], but cannot fully overcome
these overheads). Deploying a high-bandwidth low-loss SiPh
fabric like AWGRs allows to cluster more nodes at each router
without performance drawbacks, allowing for much fewer
routers in total and, in turn, less leakage power (despite the
fact their routers have higher radix). Dynamic power plays an
increasingly smaller role as the system size increases, which is
likely due to the fairly low NoC utilization characteristics of
the SPLASH-2x/PARSEC-3.0 workloads and their relatively
small data sets (compared to the total size of the on-chip
caches in our configuration). Multi-programmed workloads,
highly virtualized systems, and applications with higher cache
miss rates, data sharing, or data sets would probably benefit
from the AWGR even more as it offers lower dynamic power
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Fig. 8: Power breakdown for 64 and 256 cores

due to its low-diameter topology and distance-independent
energy consumption.

The AWGR and SWSR have very similar power consump-
tion for 64 nodes; however for 256 cores, the waveguide
length of the bus based design and the number of waveguides
needed (scaling quadratically with the number of nodes in
SWSR crossbar) leads to significant waveguide propagation
and splitter loss, and in turn to higher laser power requirements
compared to the AWGR-based solution which offers short
direct links between source-destination pairs.

Figure 10 plots the energy-delay-product (EDP) of the con-
sidered NoCs, workloads, and system sizes to put the perfor-
mance speed-up into perspective with power consumption. In
general, AWGR offer by far the most energy-efficient design.
The EDP benefits compared to a SWSR bus are lower mostly
because both networks provide the same performance and
thus the same application execution, de-emphasizing the power
reductions of the AWGR compared to the SWSR. Compared
to the electrical baselines, however, AWGR improves power
efficiency by at least 1.67× for both network sizes.

C. Discussion
Our results revealed that the low diameter of global bipartite

graphs can have a large impact on packet latency, execu-
tion time and energy efficiency of applications in interposer-
based systems. The low network diameter reduces network
latency by more than 2× for low network loads, which makes
them ideal for large-scale interposer-based systems executing
latency-critical applications. This low latency also allows to
make easier estimates on the quality of service, and makes
large-scale systems easier to program as memory accesses are
much less likely to have large latency differences (as it is the
case in electrical NoCs).

AWGRs not only provide better performance and power
metrics, but also represent a scalable and compact wavelength
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routing platform that allows for a simple, straight-forward
physical layout. Rather than imposing large overheads in the
number of waveguides or a complicated physical layout with
MRR-based switching fabrics, the AWGR’s unique wave-
length routing mechanism might be a key enabler for practical
future SiPh on-chip interconnects.

Our proposal requires 4×4 and 16×16 AWGRs for 64- and
256-core configurations respectively. In terms of scalability,
a system with 1024 cores would require 64 × 64 AWGRs.
Currently, there are, to the best of our knowledge, no demon-
strated 64 × 64 SiN AWGRs to be found in literature. The
loss inside AWGRs is relatively independent of the port count,
and the main challenge for AWGRs with high port counts
would be the crosstalk. However, there has been successful
demonstrations of techniques to use multiple smaller AWGRs
(in terms of port count) to provide the same functionality at
lower crosstalk [43]. Also, AWGRs with much higher port
counts have already been demonstrated in Si [63], albeit with
considerably larger footprint (176mm2 compared to 1mm2).
This area might be negligible for a system with 512 dies (each
∼ 74mm2), but the interposer size/cost and crosstalk of the
AWGR should be considered.

Moreover, the footprint overhead of our proposal is insignif-
icant. Each processor die should accommodate the coupler
(2µm2 [58]), MRR (25µm2 [14]), and backend circuitry for
EO/OE conversion (930µm2 calculated using DSENT [44])
for each link. Thus, the total area occupied by optics for
64- and 256-core designs are 3828µm2 (+0.005%) and
15312µm2 (+0.0%2) respectively. With processor die size of
∼ 74mm2 [2] and 1mm2 for AWGRs, the aggregate overhead
is 0.021% and 0.082% for 64- and 256-core configurations.

SiPh evolves quickly and new devices enable new op-
portunities for NoC architectures. For instance, compelling
demonstrations of on-chip lasers enable low-latency/energy
adaptive laser control which can save large amounts of laser
power [24][25][26]. The AWGR-based topologies proposed in

this paper could, in fact, be efficiently combined with adaptive
lasers to further improve power efficiency. The all-to-all style
topologies enabled by AWGRs offer high path diversity, which
could be exploited to perform adaptive bandwidth scaling by
shutting down or turning on lasers on different paths. Although
many challenges regarding stabilization mechanisms and laser
turn on/off times are still needed, this could represent a great
opportunity for laser power savings.

All in all, our results confirm that SiPh in general are an
excellent candidate for overcoming the interconnect bottleneck
in large-scale interposer-based systems, which would enable
more of the power budget to be dedicated to the proces-
sor and memory dies. Using AWGRs further supplements
SiPh by offering a switching fabric that allows for direct
links between source-destination pairs without imposing any
waveguide crossings and their associated losses and additional
fabrication steps. All these attributes make AWGR a key
enabling technology for future computing systems leveraging
tight integration in the same package to meet performance
goals at high energy efficiency.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper investigated the use of AWGRs inside NoCs for
interposer-based disintegrated processors to address the power,
performance, and scalability drawbacks of electrical NoCs in
large-scale systems, studied AWGR-based NoC topologies,
and compared them to state-of-the-art SiPh interconnects and
aggressive electrical baselines. Our results show that AWGRs
provide significant performance speed-up, power reductions,
and better scalability compared to the state of the art while
enabling a practical physical implementation of low-diameter
interconnection networks. AWGRs could be a key enabler of
future scaling of 2.5D integrated systems with low communi-
cation latency, which could be of high impact for current and
the future of computing systems that leverage tight integration.
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